
Particles



Bright laser

in the vertical direction as a function of the horizontal posi-
tion. It is clear from the image, as well as the graph, that the
arrival of photons at various locations seems to be quite ran-
dom. Any suggestion otherwise is certainly buried in the
“noise.” A pattern starts to emerge if enough measurements
are amassed; this is evident in Fig. 6, which represents a 1 s
exposure. Given enough measurements the statistics enables
us to pull the signal out of the noise. Figure 7 shows the
result after 120 s of accumulation (produced by 240 half-
second exposures) after approximately 10 million photons
have been detected. The probability pattern is clearly evident
and looks like the familiar double-slit interference pattern.
One can also see that the overall intensity of the double-slit
pattern is modulated by the single-slit interference pattern;
the central maximum of the single-slit pattern spans the
image area of the CCD. The CCD is purposely not centered
in the vertical direction on the pattern so that one can com-
pare the image in the lower half with the “background” in

the upper half. We include Fig. 8 to show the effect of 2! 2
binning; it also portrays 120 s total accumulation time, but
the signal to noise ratio is dramatically improved (see
Appendix A).

Figure 9 shows the result of placing the Polaroid marker
in front of the double slit. The double-slit interference pat-
tern is completely gone and replaced by the central maxi-
mum of the single-slit pattern. Again, offsetting the image
on the CCD makes it visually easier to identify the single-slit
pattern. The 2! 2 binning technique was used to enhance
the signal to noise ratio. Figure 10 shows that the double-slit
pattern is restored when the quantum eraser is inserted before
the photons reach the detector.

To demonstrate that any light source can be used for this
experiment we show in Fig. 11 an image obtained using an
incandescent light bulb. Only three distinct maxima are

Fig. 7. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time).
The graph and image grayscale is 0–500 counts.

Fig. 8. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time)
with 2! 2 binning. The graph and image grayscale is 0–2000 counts.

Fig. 9. With the marker in place, the double-slit interference disappears. The
graph and image grayscale is 0–1000 counts. The image shows the sum of
240 half-second exposures for a total of 120 s of accumulation time with
2! 2 binning.

Fig. 6. A 1-s exposure; the graph and image grayscale is 0–20 counts.
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Dimmer

in the vertical direction as a function of the horizontal posi-
tion. It is clear from the image, as well as the graph, that the
arrival of photons at various locations seems to be quite ran-
dom. Any suggestion otherwise is certainly buried in the
“noise.” A pattern starts to emerge if enough measurements
are amassed; this is evident in Fig. 6, which represents a 1 s
exposure. Given enough measurements the statistics enables
us to pull the signal out of the noise. Figure 7 shows the
result after 120 s of accumulation (produced by 240 half-
second exposures) after approximately 10 million photons
have been detected. The probability pattern is clearly evident
and looks like the familiar double-slit interference pattern.
One can also see that the overall intensity of the double-slit
pattern is modulated by the single-slit interference pattern;
the central maximum of the single-slit pattern spans the
image area of the CCD. The CCD is purposely not centered
in the vertical direction on the pattern so that one can com-
pare the image in the lower half with the “background” in

the upper half. We include Fig. 8 to show the effect of 2! 2
binning; it also portrays 120 s total accumulation time, but
the signal to noise ratio is dramatically improved (see
Appendix A).

Figure 9 shows the result of placing the Polaroid marker
in front of the double slit. The double-slit interference pat-
tern is completely gone and replaced by the central maxi-
mum of the single-slit pattern. Again, offsetting the image
on the CCD makes it visually easier to identify the single-slit
pattern. The 2! 2 binning technique was used to enhance
the signal to noise ratio. Figure 10 shows that the double-slit
pattern is restored when the quantum eraser is inserted before
the photons reach the detector.

To demonstrate that any light source can be used for this
experiment we show in Fig. 11 an image obtained using an
incandescent light bulb. Only three distinct maxima are

Fig. 7. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time).
The graph and image grayscale is 0–500 counts.

Fig. 8. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time)
with 2! 2 binning. The graph and image grayscale is 0–2000 counts.

Fig. 9. With the marker in place, the double-slit interference disappears. The
graph and image grayscale is 0–1000 counts. The image shows the sum of
240 half-second exposures for a total of 120 s of accumulation time with
2! 2 binning.

Fig. 6. A 1-s exposure; the graph and image grayscale is 0–20 counts.
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Photons

• Hit the screen like little paintballs



How hard do they hit?

• With fancy detectors, can 
measure how much each pixel 
heats up when hit—how hard it 
was hit.



How hard do they hit?

• Every red photon hits with the 
same strength (energy)


• Every green photon hits with 
the same strength as other 
green photons; and harder 
than red photons



Color

• Color is related to the length of 
the wave (blue short, red long), 
and


• Color is related to how hard 
each photon hits (blue hard, 
red soft)
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One photon at a time



https://doi.org/10.1119/1.4955173



Single photons

http://www.oceanopticsbook.info/view/light_and_radiometry/level_2/the_nature_of_light, 
sourced from https://www.hamamatsu.com/us/en/our-company/history/index.html

http://www.oceanopticsbook.info/view/light_and_radiometry/level_2/the_nature_of_light
https://www.hamamatsu.com/us/en/our-company/history/index.html


Which path did the photon take?

Laser

Lens

Half-silvered
Mirror to split light

Mirror

Mirror

Half-silvered
Mirror to 

recombine light
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Bright laser

in the vertical direction as a function of the horizontal posi-
tion. It is clear from the image, as well as the graph, that the
arrival of photons at various locations seems to be quite ran-
dom. Any suggestion otherwise is certainly buried in the
“noise.” A pattern starts to emerge if enough measurements
are amassed; this is evident in Fig. 6, which represents a 1 s
exposure. Given enough measurements the statistics enables
us to pull the signal out of the noise. Figure 7 shows the
result after 120 s of accumulation (produced by 240 half-
second exposures) after approximately 10 million photons
have been detected. The probability pattern is clearly evident
and looks like the familiar double-slit interference pattern.
One can also see that the overall intensity of the double-slit
pattern is modulated by the single-slit interference pattern;
the central maximum of the single-slit pattern spans the
image area of the CCD. The CCD is purposely not centered
in the vertical direction on the pattern so that one can com-
pare the image in the lower half with the “background” in

the upper half. We include Fig. 8 to show the effect of 2! 2
binning; it also portrays 120 s total accumulation time, but
the signal to noise ratio is dramatically improved (see
Appendix A).

Figure 9 shows the result of placing the Polaroid marker
in front of the double slit. The double-slit interference pat-
tern is completely gone and replaced by the central maxi-
mum of the single-slit pattern. Again, offsetting the image
on the CCD makes it visually easier to identify the single-slit
pattern. The 2! 2 binning technique was used to enhance
the signal to noise ratio. Figure 10 shows that the double-slit
pattern is restored when the quantum eraser is inserted before
the photons reach the detector.

To demonstrate that any light source can be used for this
experiment we show in Fig. 11 an image obtained using an
incandescent light bulb. Only three distinct maxima are

Fig. 7. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time).
The graph and image grayscale is 0–500 counts.

Fig. 8. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time)
with 2! 2 binning. The graph and image grayscale is 0–2000 counts.

Fig. 9. With the marker in place, the double-slit interference disappears. The
graph and image grayscale is 0–1000 counts. The image shows the sum of
240 half-second exposures for a total of 120 s of accumulation time with
2! 2 binning.

Fig. 6. A 1-s exposure; the graph and image grayscale is 0–20 counts.
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Dimmer

in the vertical direction as a function of the horizontal posi-
tion. It is clear from the image, as well as the graph, that the
arrival of photons at various locations seems to be quite ran-
dom. Any suggestion otherwise is certainly buried in the
“noise.” A pattern starts to emerge if enough measurements
are amassed; this is evident in Fig. 6, which represents a 1 s
exposure. Given enough measurements the statistics enables
us to pull the signal out of the noise. Figure 7 shows the
result after 120 s of accumulation (produced by 240 half-
second exposures) after approximately 10 million photons
have been detected. The probability pattern is clearly evident
and looks like the familiar double-slit interference pattern.
One can also see that the overall intensity of the double-slit
pattern is modulated by the single-slit interference pattern;
the central maximum of the single-slit pattern spans the
image area of the CCD. The CCD is purposely not centered
in the vertical direction on the pattern so that one can com-
pare the image in the lower half with the “background” in

the upper half. We include Fig. 8 to show the effect of 2! 2
binning; it also portrays 120 s total accumulation time, but
the signal to noise ratio is dramatically improved (see
Appendix A).

Figure 9 shows the result of placing the Polaroid marker
in front of the double slit. The double-slit interference pat-
tern is completely gone and replaced by the central maxi-
mum of the single-slit pattern. Again, offsetting the image
on the CCD makes it visually easier to identify the single-slit
pattern. The 2! 2 binning technique was used to enhance
the signal to noise ratio. Figure 10 shows that the double-slit
pattern is restored when the quantum eraser is inserted before
the photons reach the detector.

To demonstrate that any light source can be used for this
experiment we show in Fig. 11 an image obtained using an
incandescent light bulb. Only three distinct maxima are

Fig. 7. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time).
The graph and image grayscale is 0–500 counts.

Fig. 8. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time)
with 2! 2 binning. The graph and image grayscale is 0–2000 counts.

Fig. 9. With the marker in place, the double-slit interference disappears. The
graph and image grayscale is 0–1000 counts. The image shows the sum of
240 half-second exposures for a total of 120 s of accumulation time with
2! 2 binning.

Fig. 6. A 1-s exposure; the graph and image grayscale is 0–20 counts.
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Even dimmer

in the vertical direction as a function of the horizontal posi-
tion. It is clear from the image, as well as the graph, that the
arrival of photons at various locations seems to be quite ran-
dom. Any suggestion otherwise is certainly buried in the
“noise.” A pattern starts to emerge if enough measurements
are amassed; this is evident in Fig. 6, which represents a 1 s
exposure. Given enough measurements the statistics enables
us to pull the signal out of the noise. Figure 7 shows the
result after 120 s of accumulation (produced by 240 half-
second exposures) after approximately 10 million photons
have been detected. The probability pattern is clearly evident
and looks like the familiar double-slit interference pattern.
One can also see that the overall intensity of the double-slit
pattern is modulated by the single-slit interference pattern;
the central maximum of the single-slit pattern spans the
image area of the CCD. The CCD is purposely not centered
in the vertical direction on the pattern so that one can com-
pare the image in the lower half with the “background” in

the upper half. We include Fig. 8 to show the effect of 2! 2
binning; it also portrays 120 s total accumulation time, but
the signal to noise ratio is dramatically improved (see
Appendix A).

Figure 9 shows the result of placing the Polaroid marker
in front of the double slit. The double-slit interference pat-
tern is completely gone and replaced by the central maxi-
mum of the single-slit pattern. Again, offsetting the image
on the CCD makes it visually easier to identify the single-slit
pattern. The 2! 2 binning technique was used to enhance
the signal to noise ratio. Figure 10 shows that the double-slit
pattern is restored when the quantum eraser is inserted before
the photons reach the detector.

To demonstrate that any light source can be used for this
experiment we show in Fig. 11 an image obtained using an
incandescent light bulb. Only three distinct maxima are

Fig. 7. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time).
The graph and image grayscale is 0–500 counts.

Fig. 8. The sum of 240 half-second exposures (120 s accumulation time)
with 2! 2 binning. The graph and image grayscale is 0–2000 counts.

Fig. 9. With the marker in place, the double-slit interference disappears. The
graph and image grayscale is 0–1000 counts. The image shows the sum of
240 half-second exposures for a total of 120 s of accumulation time with
2! 2 binning.

Fig. 6. A 1-s exposure; the graph and image grayscale is 0–20 counts.
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Block one path

filters. Every photon reaching the detector is now polarized
in the direction of the third polarizer and it is no longer pos-
sible to know which slit each photon passes through; as a
result, the interference phenomenon is restored. The marker
and eraser assemblies are shown in Fig. 4.

As in the case of the classical wave version described in
Sec. II B, it should be noted that the polarizing filter between
the light source and entrance slit is essential for the quantum
eraser aspect of the experiment to work. Photons entering the
apparatus are polarized at 45! with respect to each of the
which-path polarizing filters. Thus, the probability of a photon
emerging from either slit is 50%. Whether or not a photon gets
absorbed or makes it through either slit is random, but the
probability is 50/50 for each slit. One could not secure com-
plete double-slit interference if there was an imbalance in the
number of photons emerging from the slits.17 The polarizing
filter between the light source and entrance slit is not necessary
for the simpler experiment that does not involve the which-
path aspect. In this case, the probability of any photon making
it through either slit is the same, regardless of its polarization.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Single photon or not?

In our previous paper1 we pointed out that, strictly speak-
ing, we are not detecting single photons of light but rather
single photoelectrons liberated by the light impinging on the
detector; this is still true in the present experiment.
Furthermore, the detection of a photoelectron does not neces-
sarily imply that a single photon arrived. Light from thermal
sources, such as light bulbs, or coherent sources, such as
lasers, is characterized by a distribution of photon numbers.
When using an extremely attenuated beam of light, there
may be on average a single photon in the apparatus, but the
statistical properties of light result in a small probability that
two or more photons arrive together.18 Such a coincidence
has come to be known as “bunching” and is characteristic of
all classical light fields.

For a true single-photon source, the probability of two or
more photons arriving together is zero; this is referred to as
“anti-bunching.” To verify anti-bunching, one could send the
detector signal to a multichannel scaler and create a histogram
of the number of photons detected as a function of the time
interval between different photons. The number should go to
one as the time interval goes to zero. Unfortunately, such a
direct measurement is impossible due to detector and elec-
tronic instrumentation dead-time limitations. Instead, a 50/50
beam splitter and two detectors can be employed to measure
the intensities of the split beams.19 For low count rates, these
intensities can be used to determine the probability of detect-
ing a photon at time s in one detector, conditional on detection
of a photon at time 0 in the other, as given by the normalized
second-order correlation function g (2):

g ð2ÞðsÞ ¼ Gð2ÞðsÞ
jGð1Þð0Þj2

¼ hIðsÞIð0Þi
jhIij2

; (3)

where the two-time expectation value for the intensity is nor-
malized to the overall intensity hIi.20

In the case of a single-photon source, the photon is either
reflected by the beam splitter or not; consequently, I(s) goes to
zero at s ¼ 0 and g (2)(0) ¼ 0. On the other hand, classical sour-
ces must have g (2)(0) % 1.21 Thus, the second-order correlation

function provides a way to differentiate between classical and
quantum-mechanical light sources. This is one of the most fun-
damental phenomena in quantum optics (Glauber, Ref. 12).

Development of single-photon sources is currently a
vibrant field of research and the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) cen-
ter in diamond has received considerable attention as a ro-
bust, room-temperature source of single photons. A new
experiment in our advanced instructional lab can excite and
detect a single NV center. This apparatus was used to pro-
vide a source of single photons for the Young’s double-slit
experiment with a beam intensity of 20,000 photons/s. Since
the area of the double-slit intercepts about 1/10th of the
cross-sectional area of the incident beam, roughly 2000 pho-
tons/s are estimated to pass through the slits. This flux was
not sufficient to be detected with the LucaEM camera; even
with maximum binning the signal remained buried in the
noise. We estimate that a photon flux an order of magnitude
higher is necessary for this camera. It is possible that a high-
end camera operating at much lower temperatures would
work, but its price would be prohibitive.

Although the statistics of the Poisson distribution for a clas-
sical light source allows for bunching of photons, the probabil-
ity of measuring two or more bunched photons is very small
for an extremely attenuated light source. For example, Pearson
and Jackson18 claim that their reduced-intensity laser beam is
comprised predominantly of single-photon states, even though
g (2)(0) ¼ 1. They report that 99.9% of their measurements
result in single photons as opposed to coincident photons. This
result suggests that reduced-intensity laser light is a good
single-photon source, a fact that has been utilized in experi-
ments demonstrating interference.22 Furthermore, if the wave
packet is spread out over an array of detectors, such as our
668 & 496 pixel array, the probability that two photons from
that single packet are measured in the same pixel is incredibly
small. Thus, to a very good approximation, the single-photon
contribution to the interference pattern is measured.

B. Results

Figure 5 shows the events accumulated by the camera af-
ter 0.1 s. The graph below the image shows the counts binned

Fig. 5. A 0.1-s exposure; the image grayscale represents a range of 0–20
counts. The graph on the bottom shows the number of counts binned in the
vertical direction as a function of horizontal position. Full scale is 20 counts.
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Particles move like waves and hit like particles



Electrons

Tonomura, Hitatchi



Neutron ‘laser pointer’



Neutrons

R. Colella and A.W. Overhauser

 wavefunction is reversed! This hy
 pothesis can be tested with a neutron
 interferometer, and such an experi

 ment will also be described in the
 following pages.

 Interferometry in the
 Angstrom region
 In 1965 Bonse and Hart used x-rays
 to demonstrate the feasibility of ob
 taining interference effects in the
 wavelength region around 1 Ang
 strom (10~8 cm) (2). The technique,
 illustrated in Figure 2, is based on an
 optical system that consists of three
 identical single crystal slabs set par
 allel to and equidistant from one an
 other. A monochromatic beam is in
 cident on the first slab (a) in such a
 way that Bragg's law, A = 2d sin?, is
 satisfied for a set of atomic planes
 perpendicular to the slab (d is the
 spacing between atomic planes). The
 first crystal splits the beam, part of
 which (PQ) is transmitted, and part
 of which (PS) is diffracted. The two
 beams PQ and PS are coherent?
 that is, they maintain a constant
 phase relation. Since the second
 crystal is parallel to the first, beams
 PQ and PS are incident at the same
 Bragg angle 0. Two new coherent
 beams (QR and SR) are formed that
 converge on the third slab, again at
 the same angle 0 with respect to the
 atomic planes. The two emerging
 beams T and D arise from coherent
 superposition of partially transmitted
 and partially diffracted beams.

 Interference effects can be observed
 by changing the optical path along
 any one of the beams. One way to do
 this is to insert a slab of material
 transparent to x-rays in one of the
 beams and to change its effective
 thickness by rotation about z, as il
 lustrated in Figure 2. The intensities
 of the emerging beams T and D will
 be altered by the phase change in
 troduced along the optical path. The
 basic idea seems so simple that a
 question naturally arises: Why was
 the first x-ray interferometer not
 made until seventy years after x-rays
 were discovered? An explanation of
 some of the crucial points of the
 Bonse and Hart interferometer will
 help to answer this question.

 Those who have had a little experi
 ence with optical interferometry
 know that the key to success lies in
 three critical areas: monochromati
 city, alignment of optical compo

 nents, and smoothness of optical
 surfaces. Regarding the first point, it
 is important to know that x-ray tubes
 are not monochromatic sources.
 There is a fundamental difference
 between reflection or refraction of
 light and diffraction of x-rays. In the
 latter case there is a strict correlation
 between the wavelength and the de
 flection angle 20, given by Bragg's
 law. Consequently each optical path,
 as shown in Figure 2, corresponds to
 a well-defined wavelength. Every

 the optical components of the system
 (the three crystal slabs in Fig. 2) to an
 accuracy of a fraction of a wavelength,
 which in this case is of the order of 1
 ?. We note at this point another
 fundamental difference between
 conventional and x-ray optics. Light
 beams are reflected or refracted by
 surfaces, whereas x-rays are scattered
 by atoms. What counts, then, is the
 position of the atoms in the crystal
 slabs. Bonse and Hart found an in
 genious way to circumvent this diffi

 --~~.. -....:.-...

 .....:..o..:+

 ....- ...f, :.:::+
 .- -. 2 9.:..:':. :.'

 Figure 1. An interferometer is used to observe
 interference effects on x-rays or neutrons. For
 the experiments described in this article, a
 single crystal of silicon, 5 cm in diameter and
 9 cm long, was carved into three slabs 35 mm
 apart and 2 mm thick. Bonse and Hart (2) de
 vised the method of carving the three slabs of

 the interferometer out of one monolithic piece
 of crystal that remains intact at the base,
 thereby ensuring that the atoms in the slabs are
 spatially coherent. The technique has made
 possible precise measurement of the minute
 effects of gravity on submicroscopic particles
 such as the neutron.

 photon will find along its trajectory
 only photons with the same frequen
 cy. How rigorously is Bragg's law
 obeyed? In other words, given a per
 fectly parallel and monochromatic
 beam incident on a crystal, what is
 the interval Ad within which the
 crystal is able to give rise to a dif
 fracted beam? The answer is: very
 small, of the order of a few seconds of
 arc, if the crystal is perfect?i.e. free
 from lattice imperfections such as
 dislocations and impurities.

 The next problem is the alignment of

 culty: they carved the three slabs
 from the same single crystal block.
 They capitalized on modern semi
 conductor technology, which had
 developed sophisticated techniques
 for growing large, dislocation-free
 silicon crystals of high purity, with
 negligible fluctuations in lattice pa
 rameter. In such crystals the atomic
 positions are accurately located by
 crystallographic periodicity over
 distances of several centimeters. Ac
 cordingly, atoms in the first slab (a in
 Fig. 2) are spatially coherent with
 atoms in the second slab (b) within a
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 Figure 2. An interferometer of the kind de
 picted in Fig. 1 is shown here schematically
 (viewed from above). The identical crystal
 slabs (a, b, and c) cause diffraction from atomic
 planes perpendicular to their surfaces. Beams

 T and D result from coherent superposition of
 the two beams that originate at P. The optical
 path along PQ can be varied by rotating a flat
 plate ai z. The rotation angle of the plate varies
 the intensities of beams T and D.

 C2
 C3

 - . .. .. -

 Figure 3. The interferometer pictured in Fig.
 1 can detect the effects of gravity on a neutron's

 wavefunction. Ci, C2, and C3 are counters for
 thermal neutrons.

 fraction of 1?. The fact that this im
 pressive accomplishment was made
 possible by advances in crystal growth
 technique that had taken place only
 during the sixties explains-why it took
 so long to develop x-ray interferom
 etry.

 What about the third require
 ment?smoothness of surfaces within
 wavelength tolerances? Since x-rays
 are deflected by atoms, the physical
 surface of a crystal slab does not play
 a crucial role. To give a complete an
 swer to this question we must con
 sider the effect of a step of thickness
 At on one of the slabs when the slab
 is transversed by an x-ray beam. The
 step introduces a phase shift 27r(n ?
 l)At/\, where n is the index of re
 fraction. The wavelength A is small
 (10~8 cm), but fortunately n is very
 close to 1 for all substances, the dif
 ference being in the neighborhood of
 10"6. It is easy to verify, then, that a
 relatively coarse finish of the surface
 (At ~ 1-2 urn) is perfectly tolerable
 and does not impair phase coher
 ence.

 So far, we have not explained the
 function of the third slab (c) in Figure

 2. The two beams QR and SR are co
 herent and will produce a set of
 fringes localized in space at their
 meeting point R. The fringes will,
 however, be spaced several ?ng
 stroms apart, and the problem is how
 to detect them. No photographic film
 in the world has ?ngstrom resolution!
 The solution is to use the third crystal
 as a receiver, with two inputs?the
 two incident beams QR and SR. Both
 are incident at the correct Bragg
 angle, and in the crystal they interact
 coherently to produce the outgoing
 beams T and D. This device was de
 veloped for x-rays in 1965, and it was
 quickly realized that the same prin
 ciple, with minor variations, could be
 used for neutron beams with thermal
 energies (15-20 meV) because all of
 the arguments given above are ap
 plicable to neutrons. In 1974 Rauch,
 Treimer, and Bonse verified experi
 mentally the feasibility of neutron
 interferometry (3).

 Gravity effects
 Because gravitational forces are
 exceedingly weak when compared to
 Coulomb forces, they play no role in
 ordinary experiments. There is no

 reason to doubt that isolated ele
 mentary particles are subject to gra
 vitational forces; however, it is a
 well-established tradition in science
 not to take anything for granted, and
 experiments were devised to test this
 supposition. The ideal particle to use
 in such experiments is the neutron,
 because it is electrically neutral and
 therefore insensitive to electric and
 magnetic fields. Also, it can be slowed
 to very low speeds and copiously
 produced in a nuclear reactor.

 In the fifties, McReynolds proved
 that neutrons do in fact follow para
 bolic trajectories, like bullets from a
 gun (i). The next question then be
 comes whether and how gravity af
 fects de Broglie waves?i.e. the wave
 properties of an elementary particle.
 We argued in the introduction that
 the earth's Newtonian potential Mgy
 should affect the phase of a neutron's
 wavefunction. A scheme for testing
 this idea utilizes an interferometer for
 neutrons like the one shown in Figure
 3. The experiments were performed
 in 1975 at the nuclear reactor of the
 University of Michigan, with the
 collaboration of Samuel A. Werner.
 Gravity affects differently the two
 coherent paths PQR and PSR. If, for
 example, the plane PQRS is vertical,
 the difference in the gravitational
 potential experienced along PQR and
 PSR should result in a net phase dif
 ference for the two beams, split at P,
 when they recombine at R. The sys
 tem is analogous to an optical inter
 ferometer, which uses mirrors instead
 of crystals, immersed in a medium
 with a gradient in the index of re
 fraction.

 Although it is easy to calculate the
 difference in optical path between
 PQR and PSR caused by gravity, it is
 impossible to measure it, because
 geometric inaccuracies during con
 struction of the interferometer in
 troduce path differences as large as
 that arising from the potential Mgy.
 The solution to this problem is to ro
 tate the interferometer by 180? about
 the horizontal axis defined by the
 incident neutron beam. This rotation
 interchanges the paths PQR and PSR
 as far as gravity is concerned. It is
 hoped that their geometric path dif
 ference remains unchanged.

 The interferometer must then be
 slowly rotated 180?, during which the
 counting rates C2 and C3 of the
 outgoing beams are recorded. The
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Neutrons

Colella, Overhauser, & Werner



C32H18N8  (~3000 particles)



All particles move like waves and hit like particles

• From photons, to electrons, to neutrons, to molecules, 
they all move like waves and hit like particles 

• Color is related to both wavelength and energy

Fundamental feature of how our universe works



But which path did the particle really take?

• Problem with the mental model

Laser

Lens

Half-silvered
Mirror to split light

Mirror

Mirror

Half-silvered
Mirror to 

recombine light

Right path

Le
ft 

pa
th

Stripes!



Particles move like waves and hit like particles


